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he 2019 edition of the annual Refresher-Renewal Course (RRC) of the
Sisters of St. Louis, Nigeria was held from 22 to 29 July 2019 at Abbé Louis
Bautain Retreat Centre, Ijebu-Itele, Ogun State Nigeria, with 93 sisters in
attendance. It is worth mentioning that the week-long refresher course had
in attendance members of the out-going and the in-coming PLT members of
the Province. Sr. Helena Owusu Fosua from Ghana was also present. The
central theme of the course was “Becoming an integrated SSL” with the following
sub-themes: Spirituality, Well-being and Health, Sint Unum, Apostolic Mission and,
Community and Right Relationship.
Rev. Fr. Anslem Adodo OSB, a Benedictine Monk from Ewu Monastery in
Edo State, Nigeria was the lead course facilitator (among others who were
mostly Sisters of St Louis) during the week. Fr. Asnlem is renown for his
ground-breaking, long research into herbal and natural medicine. He and Sr
Janet Makinde SSL shared their wealth of knowledge and experience on the
importance of well-being and health (one of the sub-themes) with the
participants.
—continued on page 2
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Drawing from Scripture, Hosea 4:6, that “…people
perish due to lack of knowledge”, Fr. Adodo and Sr
Janet taught extensively on the gift of food and
medicine through nature. Many ailments could be
cured by herbs. They explained that people are what
they eat. Unfortunately, many people eat good food
but in a wrong way. Their submissions on eating right
could be summarised thus: Do not mix different fruits
but eat each fruit at a time. Do not blend fruits to avoid
taking excess of what the body requires. Eat more of
vegetables; different vegetables can be blended and
taken. Drink warm water not cold water. Cook your
food with palm oil; it is healthier. Avoid processed food
and wheat or food made of wheat. Take fruits an hour
before or after each meal. Eat your food as medicine
so that you would not eat medicine as food. Take care
of nature so that nature can in-turn take care of you.
Activities during the course were consciously
patterned to entrench the themes. Sisters had early
morning exercises, dancing workouts, took “1000
steps” a day, and drank warm water at meals. The
other sister facilitators taught effectively on the other
themes through such topics as: Systemic Self Care,
Importance of Rest and Exercise; Environmental Self Care;
Emotional Self Care (Building Relationships) and
Attitudinal Self Care in relation to Canon and Civil Law.
A major highlight of the week was the appreciation
of the outgoing PLT by the incoming PLT on behalf of
the Province. Meanwhile, Sr. Maryjo Abba, who was
on holiday, and Sr. Justina Ihechere, who was back
from Ethiopia, as well Sr. Rita Akin-Otiko, who just
returned from studies in the USA, were also part of the
RRC 2019. Sr Rita shared with the participants her
study area and how she hoped to work with teachers.

“Becoming an Integrated SSL” —RRC 2019 LOGO

Temporary professed sisters in a performance

L-R: Sr Christie Kure (incoming Provincial Leader) appreciating Sr
Isabel Mann (outgoing Provincial Leader) on behalf of the Province.
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Sr. Francisca Akinwumi presenting a gift to Fr. Anslem Adodo,
the lead facilitator

Report

INSTALLATION OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT

IN SAVÈ COMMUNITY
— Constance Dibie SSL

Père Édouard Tognon during the installation

T

here is nothing as magnificent or
glorious as having the presence
of God with us in the community.
The book of Exodus chapter 33 verse
14 says: “My presence shall go
with thee, and l will give thee
rest”. This is worth more than riches
or fame or power. It is essential in our
everyday life. Bearing this in mind, the
newest born in the Province, Savè
Community would not be fulfilled
without the presence of God which
empowers us to live for Him.
So, on Wednesday, 5 June 2019
at about 6pm, the first Mass was

celebrated in the community and
the Holy Eucharist was installed by
Père Édouard Tognon, the Parish
Priest of Saint Jean-Marie Vianney,
a Parish about fifteen minutes’ walk
from the community.
Sr Josephine Tiav and I
(Constance Dibie) present at this
celebration were very elated,
because henceforth, this will serve
as a focal point of adoration. What
a sweet coincidence to know that
the Gospel reading of the day from
Saint John’s Gospel chapter 17,
happens to be our Charism: “May

they be one”! Père Édouard in his
homily, drew our attention to the
unity which Christ had always
wished his disciples would have. If
He who is Christ had to return to be
reunited with God His father, then
we all ought to build up this virtue
and work towards it, he declared.
We wish to thank Sisters Fiona
Fullam SSL and Winifred Ojo SSL for
the gift of the beautiful Tabernacle.
May Christ remain the true Bread
of our souls and our everlasting joy.
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St. Louis and Career Day in Zonkwa
— Bukola Familade SSL

S

t. Louis Nursery/Primary School,
Zonkwa was the envy of her
peers and the pride of the
Zonkwa community on Friday 28
June 2019, as she marked her St.
Louis Day and Career Day. The
school community — parents,
teachers and friends — was full of
excitement
as
the
pupils
demonstrated that they were ready
to face the challenges of the next
generation by showcasing various
careers in their complete outfits
(costumes). The career professionals
portrayed include: soldiers, chefs,
doctors, religious (Rev. Fathers, Rev.

Sisters and Priests), lawyers, Nurses,
fire brigades, prison warders,
engineers, pilots, air forces, customs,
police,
immigrations,
bankers,
farmers, politicians and teachers.
Furthermore,
the
pupils
presented a play, entitled ”We are
One” in which all the professionals
were at a loggerhead. But a teacher
appeared and cautioned them,
thereby bringing reconciliation
among them. Consequently, they all
vowed to work together to build a
better Nigeria.
Also, during the programme, a
teacher gave a talk about St. Louis

day. He highlighted the childhood,
adulthood, kingship, family life,
education, etc. of St. Louis. He
pointed out that St. Louis died on
25th August. However, since that
date is not on the school calendar,
various St. Louis schools choose a
suitable day to celebrate ”St. Louis
Day".
The parents were simply on top
of the world, taking turns to take
photographs of their children in their
costumes, which they posted on face
book. It was indeed a memorable
day!

SEMINAR ON CHILD ABUSE AT ST. LOUIS SCHOOL OF MIDWIFERY
— Ohida Victoria English

S

t. Louis School of Midwifery, Zonkwa is known for
her strong foundation especially when it comes to
teaching and inspiring the students and staff. It was
not a surprise then that the management, under the
able leadership of the Principal, Rev. Sr. Christiana
Adeforiti SSL invited Rev. Sr. Monica Adeya SSL, a
former Principal of the school to facilitate a seminar for
both the students and staff on 6 February 2019.
Sr. Monica Adeya began the seminar with a prayer
after she had been formally introduced at about
8:30am. The subject was CHILD ABUSE. She explained
that a child or and an adult is abused when s/he is

treated in an unacceptable manner within the concept
of a culture. She listed and explained the types of abuse
which include: physical abuse, emotional abuse, sexual
abuse, neglect and bullying. She also mentioned the
signs and symptoms of abuse in children which include:
low self esteem, improper clothing, unhappiness and
withdrawal. She further explained ways of helping
those that have been abused and even the abuser. Sr.
Monica made sure to carry everyone along as everyone
had a chance to voice out his/her own opinion on the
subject matter.
—continued on page 5
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The seminar was very interactive. During questions
and answers, sexual abuse was the most discussed.
Even the staff were very open about their own
experiences. There were breaks in between the
sessions. The seminar/workshop was concluded with
group discussions and findings were submitted back to
the speaker. The students and staff were full of
appreciation for Rev. Sr. Monica on the way she handled
the touchy subject of abuse. Her unusual tact was
quickly dubbed “workshop wonder”.
Finally, the seminar came to an end at about 2pm.
There have been positive changes in the school
community since the seminar.
The student-nurses during group dicussion at the seminar;
Sr. Monica Adeya appears in the background

NURSES’ WEEK CELEBRATION
— Ohida Victoria English

S

t. Louis School of Midwifery
Zonkwa joined the rest of the
World to celebrate the annual
nurses’ week celebration this year.
The week-long celebration comes
up every second week of May in
honour of the birthday of Florence
Nightingale, the mother of modern
nursing.
Although the the celebration
ran through 6 to 12 May, the school
had hers on 9 and 10 May 2019. The
first was used for community
outreach to Zonkwa and its
environs. Staff and students visited
different
areas
of
Zonkwa
community and nearby town

Kamantan. They called at houses,
doing free blood pressure (BP),
Fasting Blood Sugar and Random
Blood Sugar checks. They gave out
free drugs at the posts for free
check-up. They also shared items
like detergent and washing soap to
the folks.
The second day, 10 May 2019,
the school had a cultural day to add
colour to the celebration. Staff and
students appeared in their different
cultural attires. The activities of the
day started with school/nursing
anthem, followed by an opening
remark by the Principal Sr.
Christiana Adeforiti. There were

poem recitations, and cultural
display by Yoruba, Igbo and Samba
dancers depicting the 3 main ethnic
tribes in the country. There was
affirmation, Zumuta Mata (women
relationship), choreography and a
brief talk on Nursing Week by Sr
Perpetua Oloba. Afterwards, there
was refreshment and a lot of
dancing.
It was a beautiful celebration
and the school community was
grateful for being called to serve
humanity especially the sick who
could not do what they would
normally have done if they were
healthy.
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Deepening GC 2015 Calls

OUR MISSION STATEMENT
ABBÉ LOUIS BAUTAIN RETREAT CENTRE COMMUNITY
1. Our challenging experiences of living out the SSL Mission
Statement at work, in the community and ministry are
as follows:● We usually employ young people in need of money to
further their education in order to help them achieve
their goals; however this brings about high turnover of
staff. Even though we desire to help them but they are
not good for the centre and so we have to stop
employing this group of people.
● There is a case of a worker who is being abused by the
husband and we could not help in the situation because
the woman is not prepared to take up the case.
● We do not have enough funds to pay workers a just
wage. Also, we want to organize programmes at the
centre to make people know their rights but the fund is
not there. Some people need legal assistance to fight for
their rights but the fund is not there to assist.
● Knowledge is power but how many of us are
knowledgeable about what is happening in the society
most especially talking about diversity? We will like to let
people see the beauty in our cultures so that they will
come to appreciate them.

● The Location of the centre and patronage is a big
challenge towards getting the needed funds in achieving
a lot of what has been mentioned above.
2. The emerging fruits of my (Sr Stella Akinwotu) personal
interaction with the Mission Statement are what are the
inspiration behind my planning good programmes that
the centre can run, including the recent one about the
love of the whole creation.
● We are also looking at the empowerment of the young
ones, to be able to take care of their families and
contribute to good governance.
● We have been able to help our workers to save and go
to school.
● Loan system and compulsory savings for our workers
have been of great help to them.
3. Our dreams to make the Mission Statement more visible
and alive in our society are as follows: 1. Possibility of
sourcing for fund to achieve our aspirations. Even for
free training we need money to run them. 2. To be able
to pay just wages. 3. To run educative programmes to
bring the Mission Statement alive. 4. Enough Patronage.

AUGUST

AUGUST/SEPTEMBER
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9th

Sr Winifred Ojo

Birthday

SEPTEMBER

10th

Sr. Laurencia Daniel

Feastday

3rd

Sr. Helen Orunkoya

Birthday

10th

Sr. Perpetua Apo

Birthday

5th

Sr. Grace Abaukaka

Birthday

11th

Sr. Philomena Onotevure Feastday

6th

Sr. Florence Akhimien

Birthday

14th

Sr. Perpetua Aghoghovia Birthday

6th

Sr. Rachel Alonge

Birthday

15th

Sr. Christiana Biyab

Birthday

7th

Sr. Christiana Adegoroye Birthday

15th

Sr. Maria Ehikioya

Feastday

7th

Sr. Rachel Ojo

Birthday

22nd Sr. Stella Akinwotu

Feastday

8th

Sr. Mary Godwin

Feastday

23rd

Sr. Roseline Fatoba

Feastday

8th

Sr. Joy Nosa

Feastday

23rd

Sr. Rose Stephen

Feastday

10th

Sr. Jacinta Otene

Birthday

27th

Sr. Monica Ibrahim

Feastday

10th

Sr. Anthonia Titi Abe

Birthday

27th

Sr. Monica Adeya

Feastday

15th

Sr Juliana Ajayi

Feastday

28th

Sr. Augusta Ozor

Feastday

17th

Sr. Margaret Petirin

Birthday

30th

Sr. Justina Ihechere

Birthday

20th

Sr. Francisca Akinwumi

Birthday

31st

Sr. Isabel Mann

Feastday

Regular Feature

by Rita Akin-Otiko, SSL

Mentoring: The Missing Link
between Education and
Productive Practice

I

n September 1980, I started my teaching career in a public
primary school after acquiring teacher certification in
elementary education. Apart from the 12 weeks of teaching
practice in an elementary school, I had no further teaching
experience. I found myself in the midst of primary six pupils,
saddled with the task of ensuring that they not only
performed well at their Primary School Leaving Certificate
Examination which was billed to come up in 10 months from
then, I also had to prepare them to gain admission into
different prestigious secondary schools nationwide. I
launched into the real world of teaching without any form of
mentoring whatsoever.
Next, I moved to a public secondary school in 1990.
Again, apart from the 12 weeks of teaching practice in a
secondary school during my teacher training program as an
undergraduate, I had no other experience of teaching
adolescents. Once again, I was thrown into the world of
teaching without any form of formal or informal mentoring.
I recall how challenging it was to teach 155 JSS1 students all
assembled in the school hall. As an English language teacher,
I was expected to teach all aspects of Integrated English
language: Speech, oral and written comprehension,
vocabulary building, grammar, composition/literature
(alternatively) every week. The most difficult experience for
me was the fact that I was expected to give my 155 students
classwork and provide them with necessary feedback after
each lesson. My experience the first year was quite
overwhelming! What kept me going was the sheer joy of
seeing my students’ blooming in spite of the un-conducive
learning environment.
Further, in 1998 I was sent to start a private fully-boarded
secondary school for girls in a village without any prior
administrative experience or professional support. My
experiences those first years were not only daunting but full
of trials and errors some of which I regret today. Had I had a
mentor, formal or informal to provide professional support
and guide, I might have avoided some of my mistakes and
done even better in the success stories.
Mentoring as a support strategy has become a common
practice across all disciplines. Interdisciplinary studies link
the concept of mentoring to the ancient Greek mythology
Homer’s Odyssey in which King Odyssey entrusted his son,
Telemachus, to his trusted friend, Mentor, while he was away
at the Trojan war (Bynum, 2015). Over the years, a mentor
has come to be perceived as a teacher who is also a

PHOTO CREDIT — https://www.teachingattherightlevel.org

trustworthy, loyal, wise and a friend. In contemporary
mentor-mentee relationship, a mentor is that individual who
demonstrates dedication to ethical ways of accomplishing
goals while being respectful of their mentee’s potentials for
personal growth, self-actualization and capacity for making
decisions which are rational (Dondero, 1997). There are two
identifiable types of mentoring – formal and informal

Mentoring as a support strategy has
become a common practice across all
disciplines. Interdisciplinary studies link
the concept of mentoring to the ancient
Greek mythology Homer’s Odyssey in
which King Odyssey entrusted his son,
Telemachus, to his trusted friend, Mentor,
while he was away at the Trojan war.
mentoring both of which are complementary to each other
(Desimone, Hochberg, Porter, Polikoff, Schwartz, & Johnson,
2014). Formal and informal mentoring co-exist in
establishments. While informal mentoring is unstructured
and exclusive of external influence emanating from an
establishment, formal mentoring is initiated, controlled,
funded and monitored by an establishment (Herrbach et al.,
2011).
Sadly, in our contemporary Nigerian society at both
micro and macro levels, there is hardly any form of organized
or formal mentoring going on in many public and private
establishments. This is evinced in the fast and unequivocal
decline in the quality of service across all professions
especially teaching (the mother of professions). I dare say
that in the days of teacher training when novice teachers were
under the direct tutelage of veteran teachers, the teaching
profession was more successful, productive and respected.
Many contemporary developed countries understand the
importance of providing support to teachers since the
success of their nations’ posterity is largely influenced by
teachers. They therefore give priority to professional
development, mentoring programs and experiences that
would ultimately advance the development of their nations
through quality services and productive practices of their
teaching professionals.
To be continued in the next issue ….
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The River Between
— Betiku Ayokunle Samuel

EDITORIAL

SSL Historical Foundations

When tales of eagles are told
under shadowed moons (vestiges of light
enshrouded in sack clothes),
they must begin with tales of disparate
breeds of eagles born of different earths;
like the genesis of two alien rivers
journeying from the north to the south,
detached in the destinies of their springs.
The moonlight tales must reveal
proud eagles perched on monoliths-monuments of crumbled legacies
engraved with epitaphs of beginnings
which were, and are no more;
beginnings are trodden under the conceit
of eagles detached by the disparity of origins,
reflected by the two rivers between…
But tales are not complete without songs,
and dirges are songs—mournful cries
of eaglets lost in a forest of deranged eagles,
elegies of crimson-blotted dreams
heralded by the deafening sound of thunder,
threnodies of eagles slain in the combat of bulls,
and the anguish of those who loathe their nest.
Some moonlight tales end on dreary notes,
like a tale of the proud falling to his ruin;
but when two rivers fall from the north
(like the fall of the hostile ego of eagles),
it is not a tale of ruinous ends,
it is to meet in the south—
the conjoining of essence hitherto estranged,
a wellspring of life which all shall drink.
Then, questions are raised when tales end,
like the two rivers in unison asking "why?"
Why delay the present in the nostalgic throes of
the past?
For the past is but a shadowed moon,
but the future, nay, the present is a rising day
whose rays are reflected by the kinship of
rivers—
the union of west, east, north and south.

SOME of my earliest fascination with books are the incredible
historical events and figures that read more like, well fiction (I
would later know about made-up stories and how I could
create my own fictional worlds), larger than life as it were. It is
a whole lot of adventure to plunge into the world of great men
and women, and experience their vision, passion, fears and
hope. It is particularly interesting because history allows us to
look at the milieu in which they lived in retrospect. When we
do, we can either choose to be a spectator or a character in
the narrative. Either way, history is recording our lives too.
In July, we published customised calendars with the theme:
Historical Foundations. They are currently on sale within the
St Louis family. In what is now almost an annual project, our
intention with the chosen theme this year is to direct the family
to take more adventure in the history of the Congregation and
relive the moments of the ancestors and pioneers for a
reinvigorating new, community year ahead. The summer break
is a great time to do this. We hope you’d share your adventure
and reflection with us on your arrival — please do!
This will be the last release of Contact for this community
year. There won’t be an August 2019 issue. However, we hope
to bring you robust news and reports in September as we
resume again. We are very grateful for all the encouragement
we have received from you all. God bless you.

‘Pelumi O’Dunsin
Word to

’Pelumi O’Dunsin,
Chief Editor
pelumi.dunsin@yahoo.com
+234 (0)706 204 7492

Anthonia Eneanya SSL
Assistant Chief Editor
toniauc@yahoo.com
+234 (0)703 792 9969

CORPORATE EMAIL
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The Communications Office now has a corporate email,
sslcomm.ng@gmail.com. Expect to get Contact and
updates via the mail address regularly. Write to us too.

Live By

A people without
the knowledge of
their past
history, origin
and culture is
like a tree
without roots.
—Marcus Garvey

